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Big Bug

My Big Bug Fun Day...

I had a big bug; big bug had a me.

Big bug and I had fun all day.

Big bug dug, I dug too.

Big bug ran. I ran too.
Big bug saw a fly, 
the fly saw big bug, 
and the fly saw I 
I saw the fly too.

Big bug did one hop, 
I did two, 
Big bug did two too.

Big bug and I hop to the rug, 
two by two.

One fun day big bug and I go out.

Big bug saw a car.  
The car was red;  
The car was big;  
The car was on top of a bus.  
No! Can it be??
Big bug and I lie on the rug and hug.  
Big bug and I see a cat. The cat saw me and big bug too.

The cat was fat,  
The cat saw a fly go by.  
The fly saw a big dog.  
The big dog saw the cat.

Big bug and I cry  
– no, no, no!!! Why!?  

Ma saw the big dog and the big cat run.  

Out! Out!! Out!!!  
Ma saw the cat and dog fly by.  
Bye bye.  

The end.
Fat Cat and the Rat

Fat cat saw a rat.
The rat saw fat cat.
Fat cat ran for the rat.
The rat ran out.
Fat cat ran out.

Out was not hot!
The rat ran in.
The cat ran in.

The rat and fat cat sat on the rug,
had a mug of tea, and got hot.

The end.
Baby Seal

Baby harp seal lies on the sand.

A big wave came — whoa!

Baby harp seal! Can you swim??!

You Can't!??

- What is baby harp seal to do?
Harp seal papa yells to warn!

And harp seal mama came to help.

Ride the waves Mama harp seal.

Pick up baby harp seal, soon!
Safe now - baby harp seal is okay.

Ever warm and dry this day.

Aww - baby harp seal,

Let's stay away from the sea till you can swim!!

The End.
The seals play on the ice, it must be very nice. Don't go in now, it may not be so nice! There is a big whale in the sea. He likes to have nice seals for lunch. I don't think you'll like being lunch! Stay on the shore where you are safe. Wait till the coast is clear! Only when it is safe, can you jump in.
3, 4 and 5 Letter Words

These short stories, designed to give confidence to early readers, are composed entirely by three letter, four, then five letter words or less.
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